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ABSTRACT 

The is a need to improve the traditional methodology of teaching mathematics which 

instructs students on how different mathematics equations works but often fail to explain why 

the work or even more importantly what use they have in the real world. Contributing to this 

decline is the difficulty schools face in attracting and retaining high qual ity mathematics 

teachers. The outcome of these is always students' poor performance in the subject This 

project work is an effort to curtail these problems. This is done by developing a computer 

aided instruction program that will allow instructors to share their itemized knowledge across 

borders, allowing students to attend courses across physical fields, have the opportunity of 

making information available internationally to anyone who is interested. The program is 

designed to make the learning of mathematics (Inverse Matrix) interesting and engaging. It 

\~· ill also increase the amount of quality instruction each student receives. 
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1.1 llackground of Study. 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

i\l3thematics defined as the science of quality and space rcprcsented in numbers and figures ha\ l ' 

long been dreaded by many that has direct or indirect contact wi th it. 

Anyone who haC) stmggled with mathematics in school will appreciate how difficult Icarnin t~ 

complex mathematical fommlas can be. Books, exercIses and traditional teaching meth () d ~ 

i n~truct students on how different mathematics equat ions works but often fail to explain why the 

work or even more importantly what use they have in the real world, This gap between \\ 'hat is 

taught in class and what applies in the real world has widened with the adven t of nc\\' 

technology. the internet and computer games have made tradi tional tcachmg method ~; ~'el11 

antiqu<:!!ed and out of touch, 

"Students are increasingly living in t\\'O worlds: The world of class room and the real \\'orld . and 

the two are growing farther apart". cautions Chronis Kynigos, a researcher at the Research 

Academic ComputerJTechnology Institute (RACT!), The problem has been a poi nt or foclIs hy 

educational communitie in the world, Though efforts to use computer games alld digit<11 l111'tiia 

in mathematics teaching have oftcn been inconsistent with varying 're,sults bascd Oil scllools 

curricula and countries. "The situation is very rnessy" Kynigos notes,O 

To bling order into thi s inessy and chaos situation, a teachi ng aidltool wil l be dc\'clopcd to dcal 

with a specific area of mathemat ics: Finding In verse Matrix, The tool. will use traditional 

mathematics representations, The teaching aid is designed to make students thi nk ~nJ hclp thcm 

learn mathematics work in a way that is fun and engaging, 
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CII:-\PTEH. ONE 

INTI~ODUCTt()i\ 

1.1 Background of Stuuy-. 

Mathl!matics defined as the sc ience of qual ity and space represented in numbers aIllI ti !..'. lIn.:s ha\ (' 

long been dreaded by many that has direct or indirect contact with it. 

Anyone who has struggled with mathematics in school will appreciatc how di flicult learning 

complex mathematical formulas can be. Books, exercises and traditional teachi ng I1lclll\ld s 

instruct students on how different mathematics equations works but often fail to explain \\'11:' the 

work or even more importantl y what use they have in the real world. This gap betwee l1 what is 

taught in class and what applies in the real world has widened with the advent or nc\\' 

technology, the internet and computer games have made tradi tional teaching me thod SCl' lll 

! 
ant iquated and out of touch. 

"Students are increasingly living in t\\'o worlds : The world of class room and the real \\ orlcl. ;\l1d 

the two are growing farthe r apart", cautions Chronis Kynigos, a resea rcher at the H.cscarch 

Academic Computer Technology Institute (MCTI). The problem has been a point o r fOCll S by 

educational communities in the world . Though efforts to usc computer games and digital Illl'liia 

in mathemat ics teaching have orten been inconsistent with Va,) illg r('sult~ b:!scd :~n :ichlhds 

curricula and countries. "The situation is very messy'· KYl,igv:' 110\(;5.0 

To bring order into thi s messy and chaos situation, a teaching aidltool will be developed to ,kal 

\\ith a specific area of mathematics: Finding Inverse Matrix. The tool will lI SC traclitillllal 

mathematics representations. The teaching aid is designed to make students think and help th l' ll1 

learn mathematics work in a way that is fun and engaging. 
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('o mpllt~r-Bascd Training (e13Ts) arc self-paced learning acli \'ities access ible via a cO lllp u~c r or 

hand held de\' ic ~ . The contents arc presented in a linear form. much li ke readi ng an online book 

or Illanual. For this reaso n they arc often usc in teaching mathemati cs. Computer-Based traini ngs 

pro \'ide learning stimulus beyond traditional learning methodology from textbook. manua l. l)r 

classroom-based instruction. Example. the computer based training alTers user frien dl y so luti ll!l'; 

for satisfying continuing education requirements. Instead of limiting students to attl:ndill g 

courses or reading printing manuals. students are able to acquire knowled ge and skill s th ro ug h 

methods that are much ~ore conducive to individual learning preferences. 
! 

Computer-Based Training s can be a good alternative to printed learning material s since lllcdia 

like videos, can be easily embedded to enhance the learning. The Computer-Based Tr;:! in: :.gs C.t ll 

ea5iiy be distributed to a variety of audienc:e at lo\\' cost once the initial dewl opment is 

eompldcd. 

1.2 Reasons Why Computer Should Be Used as a Teaching Aitln' ool: 

-he reaSOllS comprises the following among otbers : 

I. Reduce overall training time. 

2. Spread training over extended periods of time (even months). 

3. Bookmark progress (computer remembering where the student stopped). 

4. Pay less per Credit hour. 

5. Participate in class activities when convenient (not tied to class meetings). 

6. Access courSe contents from a variety of locations. 

2 



7. R~main in one locat ion with no need to tran;1. 

Impact of Computer on i\lathcllIatics 

Computer-Based Training (C I3 T) is defined as all forms of electronic supported learning ~lJ1d 

I 
teaching, which are procedural in character and ai m to effect the construction of knowleu,t.,,: wi til 

reference to individual experience, practice and knowledge. It also refers to the use uf clcctr\)!lic 

applications and processes to learn. The applications and processes' comprisc "'cb-based 

ie.'lrning comp~ter-based learning, virtual classrooms and di gi tal collaboration. A content or till' 

lessons is delivered through CD-ROM, audio or video tape, internet, intranet. etc. 

The impact of Computer based training on mathematics include the following 

1. Increased Access: Instructors can share their itcmize knowledge across borders. <1110\\ in);; 

students to attend courscs across physical politic;)l fields . Have the opportun ity or making 

information available internationally to anyone interested at minimum cost. For example 

the MIT OpenCourseWare Program has made substantial portions of that Uni\usity 

curriculum and lectures available for free online. (E-learn ing Wikipcdia). 

2, To develop the skills and rnmpetence needed in the 21 Sl century. This hL~~S stllClcnts !u be 

computf'r literate in their discipline. profession Of carC~ l (5<li.~ s 2009) staks tl lat a m:ljor 

argument for e-Iearning is that it enables learners to develop essential ski ll s rur 

knowledge based workers by embedding the usc of information ancl cOllllllunica ti on 

technologies with the curriculum. He also argues that using computer based trai ni ng in 

this way has major implications for course design and the assessment of" lcarn..:rs. 
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J. Flexibility to.1 learners: computer bJseu training is sel!" paced allowing the stude nts to 

\\ork at their con\·enience. The lessons available at all times (24 x7) students do rwt necd 

to physically attend classes. The lessons e(1!) be paused and resume at a later timc. 

-I. Improved Performance : ;\ 12 year Meta analysis of (esearch by U.S depa rtment of 

Education found that higher education student in online learning generally p<:rformed 

better that those in face-to~face courses (e-leaming). 

1.3 Matrix 

In mathematics, a matrix (plural matrices) is a rectangular table of numbers . There Jre nil.;s for 

adding. ubtracting and multiplying matrices together but the rules are different for numbers. For 

example A.B does not always givc the same resu lt as B.A which is the C(1SC fOf the multiplication 

of ordinary numbers. A matrix can also be defined as a set of numbers arrange in f O"'S and 

column. to foml a rectangular array. Many natural sciences use matrices quite a lot. 1\ '1:111)" 

niversities courses on matrices are taught very early. e.g. In the first year of studies. 

An item in matrix is called an entry clement. The example has entries 1. 9.13.20.55. and -1 

Entries are denoted by a variable with the subscript i.e. 

4 



latrices of the same size can be ;-trlded and subtrac ted entry wise <.inc! malri<'f', nf cOnlratibk 

silcs can be l1Iultiplied . These operations ha\'c nwny pr,_ ,~ } t:1 ti~' ) de ~'i'd inary aridiJll~il\.. C\ccpt thaI 

malrix multiplication is not commutative. that ,\13 ;-tnd f3/\ arc not equal. 

1.3.1 Definition of matrices: 

The horizontal lines in a matrix arc called rows and the vertical lincs are called columns .. \ 

matrix with m rows and n columns is called an m-by-n matrix or (mxn matrix) and m and narc 

called it dimensions. The places in the matrix where the number are called entries. The entr ies 01' 

a matrix A that lies in the row number I and column number j is called the cntry of i\. thi s is 

written as A [ij] or aij 

Matrix Notation 

n Columns 

alJ an .... Entries in a matrix arc often referenced by using 

a23 . ... Pairs of subscripts. 

m rows ::ill ... 
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1.3.2 Types of l\1atrices: 

A Square l\latrix: A square matrix has the same number of rows as columns. so m=n=. cx,lIllpk 

125 

289 

594 

a = a 

This matrix has rows and 3 columns. M = n = 3. 

Identity Matrix: Every squar!! set of matrix has a special counterpart called an identity matrix. 

The identity matrix has nothing but zeroes on the main diagona l. where there are a II O :~(: 3 . 

Example 0 0 

010 

o 1 

Is an identity matrix. There is exactly one identity matrix for each square matrix dimension set. 

An identity matrix is special because when multiplying any matrix by the identity matrix . lhl' 

result is always the original matrix with no change. 

Inverse Matrix: An inverse matrix is a matrix that when multiplied by another matri--; , equals 

the identity matrix, For example 

7 8 

6 7 

7 -8 

-6 7 o 

o 
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7 -8 is the inverse or 7 8 

6 7 

One Column Matrix: A matrix that has many rows but only one column is called a column 
vector. 

e.g 

2 

3 

1.3.3 Determinants. 

The determinants takes a square matrix and return a number. To understand what the number 
I 

means, t'-lke each colun1n of the ma rix :!lId draw it as a vector. The parallelogram drawn by !bnsl" 

vectors has an area which is the determinant. For all 2x2 matrices, the formula is very simple. 

For ~ x3 matrices, the forn!ula is more complicat~d 
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I.:U :\dditioll of .'latr-ice,. 

..., 
() o .., ~ - () I) , - .., 

() () 7 5 0 7 0 - 5 0 - 0 

., .., 

1 - 2 2 - 1 2 - 1 

The 1\\ 0 matrices have the same dimensions. 

I lere /\ ~- l3 = [3 + ;\ is trllC' . 

1.3.5 Subtraction of Matrices. 

.., 
-. ' 

-6 -5 () 

-1 

Th~ dilTercllcc of two matrices is the m~ltrix (ij )th cntry to the difference of the (ij )til clltril'S Ill" 
1\\ () matrices. 

J 2 0 0 5 1 - 0 3 - 0 2 - 5 3 ., 
-j 

0 0 + 7 5 0 1- 7 0-5 0-0 -6 -5 0 

2 2 2 I . 1- 2 2 - 1 2 - 1 

The two matrices have the same dimensions. 

1.3.6 ~lultjplication of two l\tatric('s. 

b1 

Two matrices can be mUltiplied with each other even if the have different dimensions. as long as 

the following condition hol ds . 

8 



rhe num ber of columns in the first matrix is equal to the number of ro\\'s in the second ll1,nrix. 

The result of multiplication called the product is another matrix \\'ith the same number of rows as 

the fir ·t matrix and the same number of columns as thee second matrix. 

The multiplication of matrix is not commutative. this means in general that 

A.B !=B.A. 

The multiplication of matrices is associative, that is 

(A.B).C = A.(RC) 

1.4 Statement of the Problem. 

ucccss in global econoniy requires a degree of sophistication and facility in mathem:ll ics an I 

scic!~~es. Yet at a time when inath matics achievement is important for individuals and thl' \\o rl d 

as a whole. student's proficiency level remains low. This means they are also unprepared tll 

compete in world where quantitati\,\;: studies are increasingly important. 

Contributing to student's poor pl:rfor!:1UlIce is the difficulty schools face in altractin'~ :::1d 

retaining high-quality mathemati c.s teachers . Studies suggest that teacher quality has a significallt 

impact on student achievement in m:lthematics (see,e.g Brasswell et al. 200 I or Boyd ('\ al. 

2007). A November 2008 Educaton trust study found that 22% of all mathematics courses if 

secondary schools are taught by teachers without a degree in education nor an acac\emic 

background in mathematics or mathematics related subjects. 

Unquestionably this is partly explained by finances as public schools cannots compete with nOI1-

education private sector salaries (tv1urnane and Steele, 2007). 
9 



Ilo\\'c\"\.:r. this mcnl1S thal unqualif ied teachers arc particularly prcvlllcnt 111 high pO\'Crly. and 

high minority schools. 

It is in the light of this renson thnt the researcher thought of the need to devclop a computer 

aided instruction prograriJ to improve student performance in mathematics. 

1.5 Aims nnd Objective of the Study. 

The broad objective of thi.~ study is to design a computer aided instruction program in in'. '.;:":;e 

matrix, 'Ole specific objectives are as follows. 

,. Making mathematics learning meaningful and interactive. 

,. Helping in retention of what has been leamt. 

,. Find out the beneficial effects of computer aided instruction program in mathelll llt ic:. 

~ Delivering the same lesson to public and private schools. 

,. Improve students' performance in mathematics 

1.6 Research Questions. 

). Can Computer-Aided instruction program improve student performance in mnthcmali cs '> 

2. Can computer-Aided instruction be used 111 capturing the effectiveness of tcnchers In 

some topics in mathematics? 

1.7 Research Hypothesis. 

10 
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Till: rl:scan.:h obtained the expected outcome'; the researcher formulated two null hypothesis viz, 

I . COll1put<.:r-nidcd instruction programs improve students' perfOr1l1anCe in mathematics, 

2. Computer-aided instruction programs can be used 111 capturing the effectiveness or 

teachers in some mathematics topics. 

1.8 Basic Assumptions of Study. 

This study is based on the following assumptions. 

I . . Both the teachers' 'and students are computer literate. 

2. The school has a computer laboratory where the program will be installed. 

3. The teacher has developed his course material the way it will be represented 111 the 

program. 

4. The teacher i working with the software developer who does not need to be an expert in 

subject in question (mathematics). 

1.9 Significance of' th~ Study: 

Many schools struggling to find creative, effective and feasible approaches to enhance 

mathematics achievement and compensate for the number of unqualified teachers, can turn to 

,,~I \ dIlLe:; ill eumplltcr .. aicled instruction programs. Although computer accessibility has increased 

over the past decade, the evidence on achievement has been mixed at best ( see, e.g Wang Wang, 

and Ye, 2002 and Wenglinsky, 1998 for Contrasting findings). 

11 



" 
Detl.!rmining the potential bendits of computer-aided instruction prograllis co.uld have signi ficant 

implications both in addressing the need to improve stagnaritly low levels of mathematics 

ac hievement so lutions for schools and in identifying practical cost-effective solutions for school. 

The primary benefit of cornputer-aided instruction program is an increase in the amount of 

quality instruction each student receives. 

2.0 Scope and Limita~ions of Study. 

The scope of the study is to finq out the effect of the use of computer as a mathematics teaching 

aid/toni to improve students' performance in mathematics. Inverse matrix is used as the case 

study. 

This research is potentially affected by two sources of bias. 

I. Teachers may ass igp students they think would benefit from computerized instruction to 

the computer labs resulting in upward biased estimates. 

II' \c<\ .:hcrs who are assigned to the lab are those who are more willing to lise 

computerized instruction, the estimated effects could be capturing the effectiveness of the 

teacher rather than the effectiveness of the computer program. 

2.1 Definitiori of Terms 

12 



CUlllpulcr: i\ (.;omputcr is a programmable nlachine that receives inpllt, stores and manipulates 

data, and provides output in a useful format. 

Cumputer Program : A computer program is a sequence of instructions written to perform a 

specified task for a computer. 

Programming Language: An artificial language designed to express computations that can be 

performed by a machine, particularly the computer. 

Software: software is the collection of compute·r programs and related data that provide the 

, instructions telling a computer what to do. 

System: A system is a set of components that interact togetlier to solve ~ problem. 

Ilanlware: It. is the physical coinponents of a computer system. 

Mathematics: The study. of quantity, structure, space and change. 

Matrix: mathematical object generally represented as an array of numbers . 

quare Matrix: A matrix which has the same number of rows and columns. 
c' 

Transpose: The trai1spose of an m-by-n matrix is the n-by-m matrix A formed by turning the 

rows into co lumns and vice versa. 

InVt!fS(l Mutrix! A matrix that when multiplied by another matrix, equal the Identlly fliUti'lx . 

Detcnnillallt: A single number obtained from a matrix that reveals a variety of properties . 

13 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 LC~""ling Mathcnultics with Computer Tools. 

Maria Triglleros in her research paper: Learning Mathematics with 'computer tools is of' the . 

opll1lOn: 

The use or computer tools is part of human living experience since 'such technologies are 

entwined in the practices used by humans to represent and negotiate cultural experience' 

(l'riglleros, 2000, p. 170). Tools, as material devices and/or symbolic systems, are considered to 

be mediators of human activity. They constitute an important part 'of learning, because their use . ; 

. shapes the processes of kno.,::ledge construction and of conceptmllization (Rabardel, 1999). 

When tools are incorporated into students' activities they becom instruments. Instruments are 

mixed entities that include both tools and the ways these are used. For this reason, instruments 

are not merely auxiliary components or neutral elements in the teaching of mathematics ; they 

shape studentS ' actions and therefore they are important components of the learning processes: 

o 
Instruments constitute the means that shape and mediate knowledge and our registers of 

situations and because of that they exe11 an influence that can be considerable ... they influence 

the const ruction of knowledge (ibid, 1999, p. 204) 

l ~ vei'Y tool gcnenHes a s'pace for action, and at the same time it poses on users certain restrictions . 

This makes possible the emergence of new kinds of actions. In that sense, the lise of a 1001 can 

contribute in the openin~ of the space of possible actions for the learner (Rabardel, 1999). The 
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illt1l1CIlCe that tool s eXerCISe on learning is not immediate In all cases. Actions an! shapcu 

graduall y most especially, in a complex process of interactions . 

Instruments are not given, they do not exist 111 themselves, and they do not imply a 

predetermined way of working. Rather, people incorporate tools into their activities and they 

shape them as they use them (ibid, 1999): Solving mathematical problems with the use or 

computer programmes is closely related to the tools available, and Lozano, Sandoval & 

TriglicrosPM E30 - 2006 4 - 91 

Students need, on the one hand, adequate actions related to the mathematics involved and, on the 

olh~r. actions Ihal al'\': dTcctivc in relation to the use of the tools themselves. In the classrooms, 

students construct meanings through their actions which are contextualized in phenomenological 

experience, that is, in a process of social interaction and with the guide of the teacher (Mariotti, 

200 I ). 

2.2 Analyzing the Way in Which thc Usc of Computer Intcnlctivc l)rog.rnms Contl"ibuted in 

Shaping Students Actions. 

Maria Dolores Lozano" Ivonne Twiggy Sandoval in their research paper: Investigating 

Mathematics Learning with the Use of Computer Programs in Primary Schools: opined that 

Studenls uru flctivo wh 'n Ihuy work with programs, They constantly interacl wllh the ~1i\.igl·ams 
i ; 

and with their peers. 

They also ask questions and often want to explain or show things to the teacher and researchers. 

16 
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Many students are eager to participate in whole-group discussions. A few of them arc quiet , but 

~II or thCIll nrc attentive . . 

Students get distracted when, working with the interactive program, they cannot solve a problcm 

uncI' many attempts. 

Individual work seems to be more ti'equent when students are working with uetivitil:s rrolll thl: 

textbook ; when they start exploring the problem with the interactive program; and when their 

so lutions c~ re giving them unexpected feedback (due to incorrect answei's). 

Students appear to work in groups more 'frequently once they have an understanding of the 

problem. 

The program seems to gIve s students freedom to explore with different situations and to 

cx periment with different strategies. 

The tex tbook and at times the teacher restrict students' actions. 

Most students arc looking 1'01' correct answers. This seems to be reinforced by the teacher who 

stresscs the importance of getting {hem. 

2.3 Using ComllUtcrs in Mnthcmatics Classroom 

. Michael Thomas, Jackie Tyrrell and John Bullock (2007) in their research paper: Using 

Cumputers in the Mathematics lassroom: The Role of the Teacher. Wrote the follo'wing: 

The computer, due to it,S processing power, enables students to be exposed to a far greater range 

or problems and so lutions than is possible with pen, paper and ~ven calculatOl:' This has 

17 
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implications 1'01' thl! kinds of learning that take place. Students could now explore possible 

solutions without vast expenditure of effort in calculating 'or graphing data. Thus in a single 

kSSOll Ihl:Y tried a variety of approaches to solving a problem. Unsatisfactory' results provided 

karning experiences, rather than being discarded as "wrong answers." Also students could 

quickly generate results f<,>r a large number of examples and then use this information to make 

deci ions or generalizations. 

They also observed the fo~lowing 
, . 

Many teachers discovered, to their surprise, that there was no sudden loss of respect or teacher 

control when they embraced the idea of learning alongside their students. 

The development of critical an~lysis based on mathematical results became a real possibility. 

2.4 Using Computers to Help Teachers. 

Li sa Barrow, Elizabeth Oebbragio(Oecember 200,8) in ' their paper: Failing in Mathematics was 

or the opinion: 

For any software which can be used to encourage mathematical understanding, there is a 

minimum level of teacher preparation which is essential. For example, the teacher needs some 

L!I1lkrs(Wldlng or tll~ COllCl::plS ull wltich the software is based, and some notion of the kinds of 

situations for which it can be used. With microworlds or other open-ended, software, it takes 
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considerable time and experience to develop an understanding of the power of the underlying 

concepts, and of the kinds of situations that can provide a springboard for student learning. 

The teacher~ tended to fall into two categories: those who explore, and those who plan. A 

preference for one approach emerged early in the project, and tended to persist even when the 

, teacher had adopted a changed viewpoint. 

The "explorers" are generally teachers who are thoroughly conve'rsant with 

bOlh Ihl: COI1lPlltl:l' and the mathematics they are teaching. They expect their 

students to share their confidence, and are likely to model an enthusiastic, open ended 

exploratory behaviour. Their belief is that, given the right conditions, students have the 
.. 'h. 

inclination and ability to find their way around the software, and learn for themselves what the)' 

need to do for a particular taSK. Because these teachers have built up a thorough working 

knowledge of the computer (and perhaps the software) by trial and error rooted in their wide 

experience, they believe the students will do the same. They believe that computer skills are 

illcidelllal; picked up in context as needed. 

Teachers who plan appear to do so for a variety of reasons. They may feel confident about the .. 
11Ii\ IIIC lllHl i ' S but unsure about their computer knowledge. Some feel that too much unoertainty i§ 

inappropriate for their students. Their class may include a wide range of abilities, attitudes and 

soc ial adjustment, and the teacher may want to be available to all students rather than spending 
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time sorting out computer hassles. The teacher may '",ish to have time available during lessons to 
I 

observe students, or to work with small groups on social skills: such as working collaboratively, 

One teacher of II to 13-year-old; children gave a Vivid picture of her preparation for using new 

software, Her approach is to prepare carefupy . Rr9'ified objective. , pr~pare resources very 
l t 1') ,~. t 

. ' . 
thoroughly, prepare 'instructions on how to get starte '-t~en leave the chfldren tp it. 

The research also revealed the following: 

I , 
I , 

! 
During the lesson, the teacher was readily acces&jqle ' pecause the tasks themselves encouraged 

-: ... • f. 

the students to be self-teaching rather than teacher:'q p~nJeflt, ! 
f I' ( 
I 

The teacher, in fact , often just moved around ' the room observing pupil behaviour and 

interactions rather than being directly involved in !It~aching". 

. I· • 

The students were given the tobis and experience~ ~nd, tasks to learn for themselves the skill that 

the teacher had set. 

2. 5 Can Computer Aided Instruction Help? 

Iiolland, and Jamison Baneljee (December 2007) in their paper: The Role of Computer 111 

I 0 

Teaching was of the opinion,: t 
I 

Concluding whether computer-aided instruction programs improve student performance in math 

I 

is thl! obvious, first step in formulating policy. While there are conflicting findings on this 

question. the majority of current research lacks r.~pdpmised control stydy designs to account for 

, ' 
'I ' I 
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f'actors like individual teacher effects and student ability that might be correlated with the lISC or 

computers in the classroom and student outcomes. 

Meaningful policy discussion reqUIres understanding the underlying reasons why a reform 

works. On this point, even among the studies that include a randomised evaluation of computer-

aided instruction programs, few examine the mechanisms explaining why such technology either 

helps or hinders achievement. For example, Ragosta, Holhmd, and Jamiso.n (1982) and Baneljee 

ei al. (1007) both found beneficial effects of computer-aided instruction programs in math, but 

neither offers evidence on why these effects occur. While several hypotheses explaining the 

benefits of computer-aided instruction programs exist - including increased student engagement 
, 

and moti vation, and providing students with a greater level of individualised instruction - there 

is no supporting empirical evidence . 

. Harrow, Markman, and Rouse (2008), exammes the effect of a popular pre-algebra/algebra 

computer-aided instruction program, I Can Learn, in three US urban schools districts suffering 

similar proble'ms of underachievement and teacher recruitment. Each school district agreed to the 

implementation of a wit~in-school random assignment design at the classroom level , thereby 

~ l\ oiding Ihe sources of student and teacher bias previously described. Additionally? since I Can 

Learn subject lessons ar~ designed so each student progresses through th~ material at her own 

pace and the teacher's piiniary role is to provide targeted help when needed, it is a well-suited 

program for testing the individualized instruction. 

These findings are consistent with Ragosta, Holland, and Jamison (1982), Banerjee et al. (2007), 

and Wang, Wang, and Ye (2002) suggesting that computer-aided instruction programs can have 

a signiticant impact on student achievement levels in mathematics performance. However, 
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effective policy implementation requires more tha11 suggestive eVidenti~l'Y support; policymakel's 

mllst also have some understanding of how and unde~ what circumst~n(~es the proposed reform 
I 

works . When Barrow, M ar,km an, and Rouse (200.8) ~'stimate mOdelsl that include a classroom 
I , 

characteri stic of interest, such as the average attendance in the prior year, the class size, or the 

heterogeneity in mathematics achievement, the data show greater effects for students in large, 
I 

• I 

heterogeneous classes with poor attendance rates, Sipce these classrdom characteristics would 

i 
normally be disruptive and suggest a potential advantage .to more individualised instruction, 

, t I 

these findings support the theory that one of the primarY penefits of a eomputer-aided instruction 
• .,J, . 
~ 

program is an increase in the amount of quality, indivi~ual instruction time each student receives . 

o 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

3.1 Introduction: 

The design mcthodology lIsed for this program is OBJECT-ORIENTED OESGN (000). 

Objcct-oriented design provides a natural and intuitive way to view the software design process 

namely, modelling objects by their attributes and behaviours just as we describe real-world 

objects. 000 also models communication between objects. Just as people send messages to one 

another (e.g., a sergeant commands a soldier to stand at attention), objects' also communicate via 

messages. A bank account object may receive a message to decrease its balance by a certain 

amount because the customer has withdrawn that amount of money. An inverse matrix object 

can receive a message to calclilate the determinant, cofactors, transpose of cofactors etc as we'll 

be seen in our final system. 

3.2 Requirement Documents: 

The design process begins by processing a requirement document that specifies the overall 

plll'P se of the system and what it Inllst do. The. requlre1l1etlt documents determines .precisely 
~.} 

what functions the system must include. This program is aim to allow users(students) to the 

following 

1\. Reud k . 'ons on inverse matrix, 

B. Solve problems on inverse matrix(3 x 3). 

The solutions to the problems will include the following 
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I. The determinant of a 3 x 3 matrix. 

2. The matrix of cof-actbrs. 

3. The transpose of cofactors. 

4. The inverse matrix (the transpose of co factors divided by the dderminant) . 

The lIser interface of the program will be tl}e computer that will display the lecture contents to 
• 

the user. The screen will also prompt the user to key in numeric inputs from the keyboard for the 

exercises that comes at the end of the lesson. 

l)pon first approaching the system, the screen displays a welcome message that tells the user to 

click ok to begin the lesson. 

after the liser has gone througll the lesson the system prompts the user. to enter three integer 

values Jar the first row. This prompt will continue until the user enters all the integers elements 

for the 3 x 3 matrix. 

If the user inputs all the valid integers, the screen displays the appropriate results i.e. 

The c\clcl'm i llonl 
() 

The matrix of cofactors. 

. \ 
The transpose of co factors . 

The inverse matrix. 
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3.3 Identifying the Classes in ~, System: 

In thi s sec tion, 'the researcher will identify the classes that are needed to to build the system by 

analyzing the nOllns and n.ouns phrases that appear in the requirements documents . This classes 

will be described using the Unified Markup Language (UML) class diagrams and will be 

implemented in java. 

First i' ll rev iew the requirements documents and identify the nOllns and noun phrases to he lp li S 

identi ry the classes that comprises lhe system. I may decide that some o f these nOllns donol 

co rrespond to the system and should not be modeeled at all. 

NOTE: only the nOllns that are relevant to the system are indentified . 

Fig 3. 1 

The NOllns and Noun Phrases in the requirement document 

------ -------------------- -----------------\ 
User 

Sc reen 

Solve Inverse Matrix 

Classes will only be created for nouns that have significance in the system.'-' 

Users will not be modelled as class because its an entity that is outside the system. Its only 

important to the system because it interacts with the system. 

The screen will not be modelled because it is the computer screen will used for ~ iewing lhe 

lessons. 

The on ly class that will be modelled in this case study will be the Solve Inverse Matri x. 

Modell ing Classes: 
25 



The UML enables us to model classes in a "system via class diagrams. In UML, each class is 

modelled as a rectangle with j compartments. The top compartment .contains the name of the 

class centered horizontally in bold face, the middle compartment contains the class attributes, the 

i 
boltom compartment contains the class operations. The middle and bottom compartments are 

\ 

empty because we've not yet d{:termined the class attribute and operati~ns. 
! , 

Fig 3.2 UML cl~lSS diagram for Solve Inverse Matrix 

SOL VE INVERSE MATRIX 

3,4 Identifying Attributes: . . < 

Classes have attributes (data) and operations (behaviour). Class attributes are implemented in 

.lava programs as fields and class operations are implemented as methods . In this section I' ll 

determine the many attributes needed in the system. 

Consider the attributes of some real world objects; A person attributes include height, weight, 
,') . 

complexion etc'. A car attributes includes its speedometer and odometer readings, what gear it is 

in (manual or automatic). A personal computer attributes includes its manufacturer (e.g Dell, 
t 

• ! 

IBM, Sun, HP etc), the type of screen eg LCD or CRT, main memory size, hard disk $ize etc. 

Attributes in a class can be identified by looking at the descriptive words and phrase in the 

requirement documents . Lets look at the descriptive words or pharse that describes a matrix . 
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In the case of a matrix, what is usually used to describe it are number of elements it contains. 

These elements correspond to its rows and columns. For the an Inverse Matrix (3x3) the 

attributes include the following: 

Elements of row I, elements of row 2, elements of row 3, the determinant, the i11atrix of 

cot'actors for each of the elements etc. 

Fig 3.3 UML Class Diagram for Solve Inverse Matrix 1}ttrihlJtes 

SOLVE INVERSE MATRIX 
- all: inl 
-bI2:int 
- c 13 : int 
- a21: int 
- b22: int 
- c23 : int 
- a31 : int 
- b32: int 
- c33: int . . t. 

- determinant: int 
- cofactorA 11: int 
- cofactorB 12: int 
- co factorC I 3: int 
- cot~\ctorA21: int 
- coractorB22: int 
- cofactorC23: int 
- cofactorA31 : int 
- cofactorB32: int 
- cofactorC33: int 

: ; 
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3.5 Idcntifying Objccts Activities 

Tht! object acti vi ties describes the workflow or activities the object performs on the system. In 

thi s case The activities of learning inverse matrix is presented. 

'Acti vity diagrams models aspects of system behaviour. it models the work flow (sequence of 

events) during program exexcution. An activity diagram models the actions the object will 

perform and in what order. 

Fig 3.4 Activity Diagram for Solve Inverse Matrix Object 

C:W th: Lessons 

Solve inverse matrix (3x3 

o 
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3.(, Identifying Openltions: 

An operation (or behaviour) is a ~ervice that objects of class provide to clients of the class. Lets 

look some of the operations of some real world objects . A radio's operation include setting its 

stati on and vo lume etc . A car operation include accelerating, decelerating( invoked by the driver 

press ing the hreak pedal) , turning and shifting gears. 

Software objects offer operations as well for example: fl software: graphic object might offer 

operations for drawing a circle, drawing a line, drawing a square and the like. A spread sheet 

so ltware object might offer operations like printing the spreadsheet, totaling the e lements in a 

row or co lumn and grapl;ing information in the spreadsheet as a bar chart 01' pie chart. 

We can derive many of the operations of each class by examining the key verbs and verb phrases 

in the requirements dOClImel)k We then relate each of these to particular classes in our system. 

The verb ph rases help liS determine the operations of each Class 

Fig 3.5 Verbs and verb phrases for each class in the System. 

--~- - --- -
Class Verb and Verb Phrases 

Screen 
",, ' 

Displays the lecture contents (notes) 

Solve Inverse Matrix Find the determinant, Find the matrix of 

co factors, transpo e the Co[uclors, nOli divict ' 
the transpose of the co factors by the 
determinant. 

.,_.-
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3.7 Modelling Opentions: 

. ! 

To identify operations, we 'examine the verb phrases listed for each cla.~s in the system The "Find 

the determinant" phrase associated with class solve inverse matrix i implies that class Solve , 

Inverse Matrix instructs the method determinant to execute i.e. perform; an 0peration( to calculate 
I 

the determinant of the 3x3 matrix). During finding inverse matrix session, solve inverse matrix 

object will invoke the operations (determinant, cofactors, t~anspose of cofactors, inverse) to tell 

what to do. This means calculating each of these. 

o 
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Fig 3,6 UIlII Class dhlgnllll for Solyc Invcrsc Matrix Class With AUributcs and Opcl'ations 

SOL VE INVERSE MATRIX 
- all : int 
- b12: int 
- c 13 : int 
- a21 : int 
- b22: int 
- e23 : int 
- a31 : int 
- b32: int 
- c33: int 

- determinant: int 
- cofaetorAII: int 
- cofactorB 12: int 
- cofaetorC 13: int 
- cofactorA21: int 
- cofactorB22: int 
- col~lctorC23: int 
- coractorA31 : int 
- cofactorB32: int 
- cofaetorC33: int 

Determinant 0: integer 
Col'~lctors 0: integer 
Transpose 0: integer 
Inverse 0: integer 

3,8 Choice of Programming Language 

.lava progmmming is used not only because of the task it intends to perform but of its ohjec t 
' 1 

oriented capabilities (ability to support modular programming). It contains swings which are 

Llsed for designing the user interface. It provides a complete list of tools to simplify Rapid 

Application Development (RAD). 
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3.9 System Requirements: 

The program will run a system with the following configuration: 

Operating System: Microsoft windows 200/xp/vistal7/server 2000/2003, Linux. 

Java Virtual Machine (JVM). 

Hard Disk Size: 50 megabytes or more. 

Processor: Intel Pentium, AMD. 

Random Access Memory (RAM): 128. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SYSTEM IMI>LEMENTA TION 

".1 Int.-oduction: 

Once the design is complete, most of the major decisions about the system have been made , The 

goal or the coding ph'ase is to translate the d~sign of the system into code in a given 

programming language , For a given design, the aim of this phase is to implement the design in 

the best possible manner. The coding phase affects both testing and maintenance profoundly , A 

wel l wril tl!ll codc reduces the testing and maintenance effort. Since the testing and maintenance 

cost of software are much higher than the c:oding cost, the goal of coding should be to reduce the 

testing and maintenance effort. Hence, during coding the foclls should be on developing 

programs that arc easy to v; riie. Simplicity and clarity should be strived for, during lhe coding 

phase , 

.. 1.2 Software Testing: 

Testing is the major quality control measure employed during software development. Its basic 

function is to detect errors in the software. During requirement analysi~ and design, the output is 

a document that is usually textual and non-executable. After the coding, computer programs are 

avai lable that can be executed for testing. This implies that testing not ohly has to uncover errors 

introduced durin,g coding, but also errors introduced during the previous phases . Thus, the goal 

or testing is to uncover requirement, design or coding errors in the programs, 
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The program can be tested by using an illustration, suppose a student was ask find the inverse or 
, 

a 3x3 matrix, this program has the ability to present the lessons and at the end of it gives the 
i ' 

result based on user inputs (integers) The results presented by this prog'ram are the following: the 

determinant, The matrix of Co factors, The transpose of cofactors and the Inverse . 

., ... ~ 

o 
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4.3 Presentation of Result: 

WELCOME TO THE CLASS ON FINDING INVERSE OF A SQAUARE MATRIX. 

THIS PERSONAL TUTOR WILL TAKE THROUG THE STEPS ON OF FINDING THE 

INVERSE MATRIX. 

The adjoint of a square matri.x is important, since it enables us to · form the value of the 

determinant of A 

(Provided A is not equal to 0). 

To form the inverse of a square matrix A: 

.. . ~. 
' .. 

(A). Evaluate the detern1inant of A i.e. IAI. 

(r3}.Form a matrix of the Cofactors of the elements oflAI 

(C).Write the transpose ofC, i.e. C to obtain the elements oflAI 

(D). Divide each element of the transpose ofC by?A 

W).Thc resulting matrix is the inverse A ?91 of the original matrix. 
\ 

To find the inverse of A = I 1 2 3 I 

14 I 51 
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16 0 21 

(1\) . Evaluate the determinant of, i.e .IAI 

IAI I I 2 3 I = 1(2-0)-2(8-30)+3(0-6) = 28 

14 I 51 

16 0 21 

(8). Now find the Matrix of the cofactors. 

A ll = +(2-0) = 2; A 12 = -(8-30) = 22; A13 = +(0-6) =-6 

1\21 = -(4-0) = -4; An =-+(2-18) = -16; A23 = -(0-12) = 12 

A31 =+(10-3)=7; A32=-(5-12)=7; A33=+(1-8) =-7 

The transpose of cofators = I 2 22 -6 I 

I ·4 ·)·6,' 12 I 

I 7 7 -71 

(C). Next we have to write the transpose of the C to obtain adjoint of A. 

Adj A = CT = I 2 -4 7 1 

122 -16 71 
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\-16 12 -7 1 

(0). finally, we divide the elements of adj A by the value onAI,i..e.28, to arrive at the inverse of 

t\ 

\2212R -412R 7/2 R 1 

1 22/28 -16/2 8 7/2 8 1 

\ -6128 12/2 8 -7/281 

. 
Everyone is done the same way. Work the following right through on your own. 

Dctcnnine the inverse of the matrix A = \ 2 7 41 

. \ 3 1 61 

15 0 81-

Determine the inverse of the matrix A = \ 2 1 4 \ 

13 5 I 1 

12 0 61 

Enter 3 integer values for the first row 2 7 4 

I ~ n(er 3 integer values for the second row 3 1 6 
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Enter 3 integer values for the third row 5 0 8 . 

The Determinant is:38 

The matrix of co factors are 

86-5 

-56 ·4 35 

380-19 

, . ~~. 

The Transpose of the Cofators are 

8 -56 38 

6 -4 () 

-535-19 

, 
/ , 

THE INVERSE OF THE MATRIX IS 

8/3 8 -56/38 38/38 

o 
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6/38 -4/38 0138 

-5 /3835/38 -19/38 

Determine the inverse of the matrix A = 1 2 1 41 

13 5 .. 1 1 
, • ~l 

12 0 61 

Enter 3 integer values for the first row 2 1 4 

Enter 3 integer values for the second row 3 5 1 o 

Enter 3 integer values for the third row 2 0 6 

The Determinant is:4 
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"'h~ IlHilrix or t:Oj~lctors tire 

30 -16 - 10 

-642 

-19 107 

The Transpose of the Cofactors are 

30 -6 -19 

-164 10 

-1027 

TIlE INVERSE or THE MATRIX IS 

30/4 -6/4 -19/4 

-16/4 4/4 10/4 . 

-10/42/4 7/4 
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-'.3 AIl:\lysis of Rcsull: 

Th~ r~sult is ba$~d purdy on LiseI' inputs (when the system prompts the:user to enter the elem~nls 

or the matrix). This systel? of solving inverse matrix is, faster, intteresting and engaging. It 
, 

allows the user to get immediate answers to the problems compare to the traditional method 

where the students need to check the answer page of the text book for answers. 

4.4 Muintenance: 

!\ lall1tl'nanc\.' illclllcks all th~ activity after the installation of software that is performed to kcl'p 

lll~ ~y~ I C Ill operational. As ' VI:: have mentioned earlier, software often has design hlUltS. The "' .... u 

majnr forms of' maintenance activities are adaptive maintenance and corrective maintenance. 

II I" ~~ l'l1crn il y ngl'l.!cJ thai Il )r Img~ systems, removing all the faults hefore ddivt!ry is Cxll'clllCi). 

dit'liclIlt and raults \vill be discovered long after the system is installed. As these faults ar~ 

dl'll'c tcd. the) ha\'e to lx' removed. Maintenance activities related to fixing of errors fall lInd~r 

ctlrreclivc mnintenancl.'. 

R~' \lll)\ illt! crrnrs is Illlt: or the activities of maintenance. Maintenance also neecieJ du~ 10 Ll 

l:hallg.c in till: environment or the requirements of the system. The introduction of a sol'lwarc 

;.,~ ;., (e lll ,lITcCIS lil c work environment. 'fhi::; change in environment often changes what is dcsir-.:d 

t.: : l't-llill tlte :-;}S!Clll. Flll'liler1l1ore, orten aBel' the ystem is it'lstalled and the lIsers have had a challi:~ 
. ) , 
•• ~', 1 

~ In \\or\.: wilh it I ~)r S()I11~ time, requirements that are not identified during requirement analysi~ 

pl1L\:;C \\ il l he lInco\crcd. This occurs. since the experience with the so ftware helps the L\s~r to 
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SOURCE CODE 

import java,util.Scanner; 

public class Matric ' 

private int a 1 ; 

private int b 1; 

, private int c 1; 

private int a2; 

private int b2; 

private int c2; 

private int a3; 

private int b3; 

private int c3; 

private int deter; 

private int cofacA 1; 

private int cofacB 1; 

pri vate int coface 1 ; 

private int cofacA2; 

private int cofacB2; 

private int cofacC2; 

" 

1 .~. 
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private int cofacA3; 

private int cofacB3; 

private int cofacC3; 

public void determinantO 

Systep1.out. printlnO; 

System.out.println("WELCOME TO THE CLASS ON FINDING INVERSE OF A 

QAUARE MATRIX. "); 

System.out.printlnO; 

System.ouLprintln("THIS PERSONAL TUTOR WILL TAKE THROUG THE 

STEP·S ON OF FINDING THE fNVERSE MATRIX."); 

System.out.pri~t1n(); 

System.out.prinifri("The adjoint of a square matrix is important, since it enables us . 

to form the value of the determinant of AI'); 

System.out.println("(Provided A is not equal to 0)."); 

System.out:printlnO; 

System.ollt.println("To form the inverse of a square matrix A:"); 

System.out.pl'intlnO; 

(..> 

System.ollt.println("(A). Evaluate the qeterminant of A i.e. IAI."); 

System. ut.println(); 

System.out.printin(!,(B).Form a matrix of the Cofactors of the elements of IAI"); 

S ystem.out. printlnO; 

System.out.println("(C). Write the transpose of C, i.e. C t.o obtain the elements of 

IAI"); 

System.out.printlnO; 
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latrix. "); 

. 6."); . 

, ,12"); 

7"); 

o 

System.ouLprintln("(D):Divide each element of the transpose of C by ? A"); 

System.ouLprintlnO; 

System.out.println("(E).The resulting matrix is the inverse A?I of the original 

System.out.println(); 

System.out.println("T 0 find the inverse of A = 11 2 3 I"); 

System.out.println(" 

System.out. printin(" 

System.out.println(); 

System.out.println("(A). 

System. out. println(); 

14 1 Si"); 

16 0 21"); . 

Evaluate the determinant of, i.e. IAI"); 

System.ouLprintln("IAI 11 2 3 I =1(2-0)-2(8-30)+3(0-6) = 28"); 

System.out.println(" I 4 1 5 I"); 

System.ouLprintln"(r; 16 0 2 I"); 

System.ollt. println(); 

System.out.println("(B). Now find the Matrix of the cofactors."); 

System.out. println(); 

System.out.println("All = +(2-0) = 2; A12 = -(8-30) = 22; A13 = +(0-6) = -

System.outp~intlnO; 

System.out.println("A21 = -(4-0) = -4; A22 = +(2-18) = -16; A23 = -(0-12) = 

System.ollt.printinO; 

System.ollt.println("A31 =+(10-3)=7; A32=-(5 -12) ,= 7; A33 =+(1-8) = -

System.out. printlnO; 
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0) 

System.out.println("The transpose of cofators = I 2 22 -6 I"); 

System. out. prin~ln(" 

System. out. println(" 

System.out. printlnO; 

1-4 -16 121"); 

177-71"); 

System.out.println("(C). Next we have to "write the transpose of the C to obtain 
" adjoint of A."); 

System. out. printlnO; 

System.out.println("Adj A = CT = 12 -4 "71"); 

System. out. println(" 

System.out.println(" 

System.out.printlnO; 

122 -.16 71"); 

1-16 f2 -71"); 

System.out.println("(D). Finally, we divide the elements of adj A by the value 
0~AI,i.e.28, to arrive at the inverse of A"); 

System.out.pr·KitlnO; 

System.out.println("122/28 -4/28 7128 I"); 

System.6ut.println("122128 -16/28 7/28 I"); 

System.out.println("1-6/28 12/28 -7/281"); 

System.out.printinO; 
"' " 

System.out.println("Everyone is done the same way. Work the following right 
through on your own. "); 

.., 

System.out.printinO; 

System.out.println("Determine the inverse of the matrix A = 12 7 41"); 

System.out.println(" 

System.out. println(" 

System.out. printlnO; 

I 3 t" 6 I"); 

15 0 81"); 

System.out.println("Determine the inverse of the matrix A = 12 1 41"); 
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1-

System.out.println(" 

System.out.printin(" 

System.ollLprintinO; 

System.out.printlnO; 

System.out. printlnO; 

System.out.printinO; 

Scanner input = new Scaniler(System.in); 

13 5 1 I"); · 

12 0 61"); 

Systcm.outprint("Enter 3 integer values for the first row"); 

int a I = input.nextlntO; 

int b I = input.nextIntO; 

int c I = inpllt.nextIntO: ~-

S ystem.out. printlnO; 

System.out.print("Enter 3 integer values for the second row"); 

int a2 = inpllt.nexllntO; 

int b2 ;= inpllt.nextlntO; 

int c2 ;; input.nextIntO; 

System.out.println(); 

System.out.print(':Enter 3 integer values for the third row"); 

int a3 = input.nextIntO; 

int b3 = input.nextlntO; 

int c3 = input.nextlnt(); 

System.out.println(); 
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int result = deter(al,b I,c I ,a2,b2,c2,a3,b3,c3); 

int cofacAl = b2*c3-b3*c2; 

int cofacB 1 = -(a2*c3-a3*c2); 

int cofacCI = a2*b3-a3*b2; 

int cofacA2 = -(bI *c3-b3*cl); 

int cofacB2 = al *c3-a3*cl; 

-- ...... 

int cofacC2 = -(al *b3-a3*bl); 

int cofacA3 = bl *c2-b2*cl; 

int cofacB3 = -Cal *c2-a2*c1); 

int coface3 = al *b2-a2*bl; 

System.out.println("The Determinant is:" + result); . 

System.out.printlnO; 
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Syst~m.olll.printhl("The matrix of co factors are" ); 

System.olll.printf("\n%d %d %d\n", cofacAl, cofacBl, cofacCI); 

ystem.ollt.printf("\n%d %d %d\n", cofacA2, cofacB2, cofacC2); 

System.ollt.printf("\n%d %d %d\n", cofacA3, cofacB3, cofacC3); 

System.out.printlnO; 

System.out.println("The Transpose Of the Cofators are"); 

System.olll.printf("\n%d %d %d\n", cofacAI, cofacA2, cofacA3); 

System.ollt.printf("\n%d %d %d\n", cofacBl, cofacB2, cofacB3); 

System.out.printf("\n%d %d %d\n", cofacCI, cofacC2, cofacC3); 

System.out.printl;10; 

System.out.println("THE INVERSE OF THE MATRIX IS"); 

System.out.printf("\n%d/%d %d/%d %d/%d\n", cofncA I ,deter, cofacA2, deler, 
cofacA3 , deter); 

System.out.printf("\n%d/%d %d/%d %d/%d\n", cofacB I ,deter, cofacB2 , 
deter, cofacB3, deter); 

System.out.printf("\n%d/%d %d/%d %d/%d\n", cofacC 1 ,deter, 
coi"acC2. deter, cofacC3, deter); 

System.out.printlnO;· 

public int deter(in,t al,int bl,int cl, int a2,int b2, int c2, int a3,int b3,int c3) 

deter = a 1 *(b2*c3-b3*c2)-b 1 *(a2*c3-a3*c2)+c 1 *(a2*b3~a3*b2); 
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return deter; 

} 

Test Program 

public class MatricTest 

public static void main(String args[]) 

Matric m&tric = new Matric(); , .~ 
, 

matric.determinantO; 

} 

o 
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